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SOMMARIO
Si presenta uno studio sulla applicabilità del paradigma noto come reti neurali cellulari
(CNN) al problema della ricostruzione della terza dimensione dell'ambiente. L'approccio
proposto è l'accoppiamento di immagini video stereoscopiche. Il punto di partenza del
lavoro è rappresentato dalla rete neurale realizzata da Zhou e Chellappa per il medesimo
problema. Il sistema basato su CNN, qui presentato, ottiene gli stessi risultati del
precedente, superandone, allo stesso tempo, gli inconvenienti.

SUMMARY
The applicability of the Cellular Neural Network (CNN) paradigm to the problem of
recovering information on the tridimensional structure of the environment is investigated.
The approach proposed is the stereo matching of video images. The starting point of this
work is the Zhou-Chellappa neural network implementation for the same problem. The
CNN based system we present here yields the same results as the previous approach, but
without the many existing drawbacks.



Cellular Neural Networks for the Stereo Matching Problem

Sergio Taraglio Andrea Zanela

1. Introduction

If we consider the autonomous vehicle guidance in an unstructured, unknown environment,
obstacle avoidance is one of the most important concerns. In order to avoid collisions with
objects in the environment it is mandatory to reconstruct the depth information. One of the
possible ways to accomplish this is the stereo vision approach.

The phenomenon of stereopsis arises from the fact that human eyes view the world from
slightly different points of view, in the same way from a pair of stereo images it is possible to
retrieve depth information.

Zhou and Chellappa proposed a neural network algorithm for such an aim. Their network
finds the conjugate points on the two images and computes their disparity value, under the
epipolar, photometric and smoothness constraints [1].

Their network is based on nearest neighbours connections only, hence it can be implemented,
with the due differences, through the CNN approach ([2] and [3]). We present here a CNN
stereo vision system, able to recover the 3D information.

2. Stereo Vision

If we consider a point in the space, it will be projected on the two images (left and right) onto
two different locations, the conjugate points. The two cameras for stereo matching are located
as shown in Fig. 1. Their optical axes are parallel and separated by a distance d, with focal
length, which takes a negative value in the coordinate system OXYZ,f.

Considering the two similar triangles sketched in the figure and denoting Dx y m e disparity

value in the y direction, i.e., Dxj = YpR - YpL we obtain:
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Hence in order to know the distance of an object (obstacle) from the camera it is sufficient to
determine the disparity between its projections on the two images.
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Figure I: Camera geometry.

3. Zhou Chellappa Matching Neural Network

Zhou and Chellappa introduced a quasi Hopfield neural network to recover disparity from
image pairs. Their approach codes the problem as the minimisation of a function. This coding
is done through the sum of two terms. The first, known as the photometric constraint, seeks
disparity values such that all regions of the two images are matched in a least square sense.

The second, known as the smootness constraint, provides smooth change of disparity in the
neighbourhood of each point in the images. It is well known that the Hopfield network
spontaneously reduces its energy while evolving, this feature can be used to solve many
minimisation problems [4]. Comparing the stereo matching minimisation problem with the
standard energy equation of the Hopfield network it is possible to code the matching problem
in the weights of the network.

The Zhou Chellappa network consists of Nr x Ncx(D +1) mutually interconnected neurons.

Nr and Nc are the row and column size of the image, D is the maximum disparity. If

; 0<k<D
(2)

is the state of the neuron (i,j,k), then VJJ^ =1, means that the disparity in (i,j) is k. Every

point is represented by D+\ mutually exclusive neurons.

The network parameters, interconnection strengths 7/ jtk;im,n anc^ the bias inputs /, , # > c a n

be determined in terms of the energy function of the network
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As above said, it is possible to reformulate the stereo matching problem as one of minimising
an error function with constraints, in order to use the spontaneous energy-minimisation
process of the neural network, the final expression being:
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where A is a constant, S is an index set excluding (0,0) for all the neighbours in a F y. F
window centred at point (ij).

The first term in equation (4) is called photometric constraint, the second is the smoothness
constraint on the solution. Equation (4) can be written
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where W - F2 -1. Comparing equations (5) and (3) we obtain:
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Tij,k;l,m,n = -2WX5)jSj mSk „ + 2^^^(ij)l(l,m)+sSk,n (6-a)
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Equation (6.a) indicates that the interconnections are local and symmetric. But, at the same
time, the self-connection TJJJ-JJJ is not zero, differently from the Hopfield network [4].

The main observations on the outcome of this energy comparison are the following two.

First of all there exist auto connections for the neurons, i.e. each neuron possesses a
connection to itself which is different from zero. This means that one of the needed
constraints on the Hopfield networks holds no longer. The consequence of this is that it is no
longer assured the spontaneous decrease of energy and the network may make transitions to
higher energies, that must not be allowed. This implies that much of the CPU time in the
simulation of this Hopfield network is wasted in computing transitions that will be rejected. In
this sense the Zhou and Chellappa network is a quasi Hopfield one, hence much less efficient
in CPU time terms.

The second observation is that the connections in the network, different from the auto
connection, are local to the nearest neighbours, this is the basic connection pattern of the
Cellular Neural Networks. From this naturally stems the idea of implementing the stereo
matching problem via a CNN.



4. Matching Using a CNN

The objective of this section is to identify a possible relationship between the Zhou and
Chellappa neural network and the CNN paradigm.
The interconnections are symmetric and local, and the self-connection is not zero. These two
features assimilate this neural network to a multilayer CNN. In this sense the interconnection
strengths Tj ^ •/ m „ in a Fx r window may become the component of the feedback operator

A(i,j;l,m) while the bias inputs /,-j ^ may become the independent voltage sources of the cell

C(i,j) in the £-plane multilayer CNN. Summarising:
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From equations (6.a) and (6.b) we can write down the templates of the A and B operators as
follows:
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and the independent voltage sources as:

KJ (8)

Therefore input, state and output equations for our multilayer Stereo-CNN can be respectively
written as:

vuk ij

; l<j<N;0<k<D
(9)



In Fig. 3 and 4 are shown an outdoor and an indoor environment, the images are 80 x 120. 8-
bit pixels. As it can be seen from the figures, the Stereo-CNN is able to recover the distance
pattern of the images. It is important to stress that on both the input pairs no kind of image
processing or peculiar illumination (see [5]) has been applied before using the Stereo-CNN.
At the same time we are well aware that both the images are highly textured, helping, in this
way, the network in finding the proper disparity values.

Figure 3: The real outdoor stereo pair above and the output disparity map of the Stereo-CNN.

Figure 4: The real indoor stereo pair above and the output disparity map of the Stereo-CNN.
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9Bearing in mind these features we simulate our multilayer CNN with parameters C-10 9 F

R - 103f2, I - OmA ,D = 8, A = 0.5 . Using only nearest neighbours, i.e. F = r = 1, we have:
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5. Results of the Tests

We have tested our approach on three different stereo pairs, the first being a random dot
stereogram and the other two being real images.

We have constructed a random dot stereogram composed of square pies of different disparities
(80x120, 1-bit pixels). We have then fed our Stereo-CNN with this stereogram and the
resulting output image clearly finds all the different levels in the pie, see Fig. 2. Here whiter
values mean higher disparities, i.e. nearer objects.

Figure 2: A random dot stereogram and the output of our Stereo-CNN.



6. Conclusions

We have shown the possibility- of using the CNN paradigm to recover depth information from
stereo image pairs. The CPU intensiveness of the proposed approach is by far less than the
one of the Zhou and Chellappa neural approach, from which is derived. The results as
obtained by our system are similar to the ones previously obtained, in terms of detection of
disparity values, but without the timings drawback.

Given a hardware implementation of this system, it may deliver its results approximately
every (10 * D)us, where D is the chosen maximum disparity value. This will allow a real time
use of such a system for unstructured robotics applications such as obstacle avoidance.
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